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MERIAN – Synonym for
travel and culture

Source: AWA 2019

For more than 70 years, MERIAN has been the epitome of 

competence in travel journalism. Whether Tanzania, Paris, 

Brandenburg or Finland – each issue boasts a wealth of 

entertaining and informative texts by renowned authors. 

In thrilling imagery and fascinating shots, top-class 

photographers capture the atmosphere of each country, 

city or landscape.

Interviews and home stories with famous personalities 

provide readers with intriguing insights. Additional features in 

every issue of MERIAN include no end of background 

information, travel tips and recommendations.

By highlighting characteristic cities, countries or landscapes, 

MERIAN transforms the everyday into something special and 

the commonplace into something unique.

MERIAN is published in Germany and German speaking 

countries and reaches 730.000 readers per issue*.

*Source: AWA 2020
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NATURE



MERIAN is working with professional and specialised

photographers, who perfectly capture the individual highlight 

of natural sites in the respective magazine destination.

Whether it´s at the water, in the woods or gardens, there are

impressive pictures to gaze at, on double pages in the

portfolio. These images like to show the city or region in a 

new perspective, not with the well known subject.

In the course of the magazine the gorgeous and opulent 

images allow a detailed look in the mood of the destination

and the portrayed places.
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Nature
in all its brightness
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ART & CULTURE



MERIAN is the first and leading travel- and culture magazine

in Germany. The magazine was founded in 1948 as a 

monography-series with a special view on the state of the

many cultural treasures of Germany.  

Over the decades MERIAN became a comprehensive library

of travel, which leads the readership around the globe every

year. MERIAN is a magazine for readers and subscribers, 

who are curious about other cultures and share the interest to

discover new places and other people. 
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Cultural Competence
for more than 70 years
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ENJOYMENT



MERIAN produces all content and pictures of each issue

exclusively and new and of course discovers local culinary

characterstics of the destinations. 

Whether it´s a metropolis or a countryside, whether it´s in 

Germany or the wide world, each travel destination offers

unique pleasures and specialities, which MERIAN presents

its readership.
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ENJOYMENT
in all facets
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Coverage in million

AWA 2020
extended competitive environment (mono- and multithematic titles)  

Quelle: AWA 2020

ADAC Reisemagazin (multithematic)

Geo Saison (multithematic)

Geo Special (monothematic)

MERIAN (monothematic)
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MERIAN – Lust for travel

Click here

for a 

complete

issue
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https://jalag.de/wp-content/uploads/ME_Titel_München_DS.pdf
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Experience travel & culture
printed and digital
MERIAN Magazine

Specials

EXTRAs

Booklets

ePaper

MERIAN scout

Merian.de

Advertorials

Podcast „Reisen beginnt im Kopf"

scout

MERIAN Community

Instagram

Facebook

Pinterest
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Schedule 2021
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Topics are subject to change due to editorial reasons.

Effective: 14.09.2020

Issue Publication date Week Booking and Advertisments AdSpecial Booking AdSpecial

Cancellation date Copy deadline Cancellation date Material deadline

 02/2021 "Salzburg" 21.01.2021 4 20.11.2020 27.11.2020 06.11.2020 04.12.2020

 03/2021 "Istria" 11.02.2021 6 11.12.2020 18.12.2020 27.11.2020 18.12.2020

 04/2021 "South Tyrol" 11.03.2021 10 15.01.2021 22.01.2021 04.01.2021 29.01.2021

 05/2021 "Eifel" 15.04.2021 15 17.02.2021 24.02.2021 03.02.2021 03.03.2021

 06/2021 "The Rhine" 20.05.2021 20 22.03.2021 29.03.2021 08.03.2021 06.04.2021

 07/2021 "Bretagne" 17.06.2021 24 19.04.2021 26.04.2021 06.04.2021 03.05.2021

 08/2021 "Rediscover Germany" 15.07.2021 28 19.05.2021 27.05.2021 05.05.2021 03.06.2021

 09/2021 n.n. 26.08.2021 34 02.07.2021 09.07.2021 18.06.2021 16.07.2021

 10/2021 n.n. 23.09.2021 38 30.07.2021 06.08.2021 16.07.2021 13.08.2021

 11/2021 n.n. 28.10.2021 43 03.09.2021 10.09.2021 20.08.2021 17.09.2021

 12/2021 n.n. 25.11.2021 47 28.09.2021 05.10.2021 14.09.2021 12.10.2021

 01/2022 n.n. 23.12.2021 51 26.10.2021 03.11.2021 12.10.2021 10.11.2021

Advertisment



Advertising rates 2021
purchase of magazines / individual magazine cover
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Format magazine format bleed format ad rate*

1/1 page 192x270 mm 170x247 mm €  17.600,-

1/2 page portrait 92x270 mm 83x247 mm €  12.400,-

1/2 Seite landscape 192x133 mm 170x122 mm €  12.400,-

1/3 Seite portrait 62x270 mm 56x247 mm €  8.750,-

1/3 Seite landscape 192x  88 mm  170x  79 mm €  8.750,-

1/4 Seite portrait -- 83x122 mm €  7.050,-

1/4 Seite landscape -- 170x  58 mm €  7.050,-

*Official ad rates 2021 plus VAT. We will grant 15% agency commission if booked via media agency. 

Formats = width x height.

Advertorials

In addition to classical image ads, we also offer the possibilities to create advertorials 

that are designed like editorial pages of the magazine. An advertorial presents your 

company or your services particularly smart and in an eye-catching way.

Layout costs up to 1/2 page = € 1.500,-

Layout costs up to 1/1 page = € 2.000,-

Purchase of magazines at special conditions / individual cover

Advertising partners of this issue may purchase magazines for own purposes at 

special conditions (€ 4,40 per copy). Up from 3.000 copies we offer an individual 

circulation with your own magazine cover.



MERIAN editor Inka Schmeling and assistant editor-in-chief Kathrin Sander take

you on a journey to a perfect weekend in the most beautiful cities and regions. 

Let the podcast „Reisen beginnt im Kopf“ („Travel starts in the head“) guide you to

sights and exciting museums, stroll through charming quarters inside your head

and enjoy the personal tips for a night out, shopping and other experiences. 

The podcast is inspiration and planning aid for everyone yearning for the next city

trip – and of course half an hour break from daily routine. 
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MERIAN „Reisen beginnt im Kopf“
The Podcast

You will find a new episode of the MERIAN-Podcast 

„Reisen beginnt im Kopf“ on itunes, Spotify, Google Play, 

deezer and of course on merian.de.

Click here for

the current

episode

https://www.merian.de/blog/artikel/reisen-beginnt-im-kopf-der-neue-podcast-von-merian
https://www.merian.de/blog/artikel/reisen-beginnt-im-kopf-der-neue-podcast-von-merian
https://www.merian.de/blog/artikel/reisen-beginnt-im-kopf-der-neue-podcast-von-merian
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MERIAN „Reisen beginnt im Kopf“
Offer: sponsoring

*stated rates are commissionable, but not discountable.

Sponsoring of a complete Podcast-episode about your destination

Upon consultation the MERIAN editorial department will produce a approx. 30 

minute podcast episode about your city/region, that we will also supply as embed

code for implementation on your website.

The subsidy for production costs is € 2.900,-* valid for destinations with a printed 

MERIAN or MERIAN scout issue within the last 12 months.

The subsidy for production costs is € 5.900,-* valid for destinations in Germany, 

which have to be researched and produced completely new. 

The subsidy for production costs is € 5.900,-* plus travel costs for international

destinations, which have to be researched and produced completely new. 

Frequency discounts

booking of 3 episodes = 10% discount

booking of 5 episodes = 15% discount

Click here for the current episode

https://www.merian.de/blog/artikel/reisen-beginnt-im-kopf-der-neue-podcast-von-merian
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MERIAN
The MERIAN readership is…



56% of the 730,000 MERIAN-readers are female, 44% are male. 73% of MERIAN-readers belong to 

the relevant and well-funded age-group of 30 to 69 years-olds.
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…in relevant age group for advertising

Source: AWA 2020, Index: total population= 100

Gender

male

female

Age

20-29 years

30-39 years

40-49 years

50-59 years

60-69 years

%    Index

142

83

78

35

110

8944

56

5

12

23

27

12



MERIAN readers are well-educated and work in high level positions, their overall socio-economic status is at the highest 

level 1+2 (46%). Furthermore, 42% of MERIAN readers have a net household income in excess of € 4,000, the disposable 

income of  € 1.000 and more is very high accordingly.
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…well educated, with a high household income

Source: AWA 2020, Index: total population= 100

%        Index
Socio-economic status

High (Level 1+2)

Profession

Proprietor, manager, professional 

Net household income

€ 4,000 and more

€ 5,000 Euro and more

€ 6,000 Euro and more

Disposable income

€ 1,000 and more
184

221

190

158

269

20746

6

42

27

16

28



As trendsetters and innovators, MERIAN readers are interested in "modern" values such as health and sustainability. These 

luxury-oriented consumers enjoy their life, take pleasure in high-end brands and have an eye for new trends. As active and 

well-traveled cosmopolitans, they are discerning in their travel choices. 
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…innovative and luxury-oriented

% IndexAttitude to innovation

Innovators

Trendsetters

Consumer typology

Luxury-oriented consumer

Willingness to spend money on travel

Mobile cosmopolitans

LOHAS – Lifestyles of health and

sustainability

Source: AWA 2020, Index: total population= 100

255

198

137

216

231

37121

41

24

37

23

72



MERIAN readers like to escape from everyday life – preferably several times a year. They favour active travel, city breaks 

and cultural tours. They are experts in their field and keen to take up and give advice. 
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…a travel expert and frequent traveller

%           Index
Real travel experts

Advisor, expert                                                    

Type of journey

City breaks                                                              

Culture tours                                            

Hiking, backpacking holidays

Number of journeys per year

Several   

High willingness to spend

staying in high-class hotels

Source: AWA 2020, Index: total population= 100

143

177

150

269

144

19559

36

53

72

17

58



MERIAN readers are interested in a variety of issues -- from art & culture to science and photography. MERIAN readers are 

always well-informed.
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…interested and well informed

Special interests

Art & culture

Modern architecture

Science & research

Books

Photographie 

Special wellness offers

Holiday & travel

%     Index

Source: AWA 2020, Index: total population= 100

158

169

186

215

222

363

31833

18

24

18

30

67

55
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Your contacts

Jahreszeiten Verlag, Hamburg

Henning Meyer

Senior Brand Manager MERIAN

T +49 40 2717-2496

E henning.meyer@jalag.de

Switzerland & Liechtenstein

Contact: Eva Favre

Affinity-PrimeMEDIA Ltd

Case postale 20

Route de Mollie-Margot 1

1073 Savigny

phone +41/21/781 08 50

E info@affinity-primemedia.ch

Spain & Portugal

Contact: David Castelló

K.Media

Calle Santa Engracia, 18, Esc.4, 2 lzq.

28010 Madrid

phone +34/91/702 34 84

E info@kmedianet.es

Great Britain & Ireland

Contact: Stefanie Stroh-Begg

Mercury Publicity Ltd.

99 Grays Inn Rd. 

London WC1X 8TY

phone +44/07798-665-395

E stefanie@mercury-publicity.com

Scandinavia

Contact: Finn Greve Isdahl

International Media Sales

P.O. Box 44 Fantoft

5899 Bergen

phone +47/55/ 92 51 92

E fgisdahl@mediasales.no

Belgium, Netherlands & Luxembourg

Contact: Anita Rodwell

Mediawire International

Plein 1945 nr. 27

1251 MA, Laren 

phone +31/651/48 01 08

E info@mediawire.nl

France & Monaco

Contact: Laurent Briggs

Affinity Media

7 rue de Bucarest

75008 Paris

T +33 1 53 89 50 00

E  laurent.briggs@affinity-media.fr

Italy

Contact: Meike Belloni

Media & Service International Srl

Via Giotto, 32

20145 Milano

phone +39/02/ 48 00 61 93

E info@it-mediaservice.com



MERIAN – A UNIQUE AND UPSCALE TRAVEL MAGAZINE 
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Publication frequency

monthly

Copy price

€ 9,90

Ad rate 2021

full page 4c € 17.600,00

Formats

19,2 cm Width

27,0 cm Height

Paid circulation

60.000 copies

Coverage

730.000

Click here for schedule and 

further details.

MERIAN encourages wanderlust.

Every month, this premium magazine features a 

country, a region, a city or an island. Its key 

themes include culture, culinary experiences, 

entertainment and activities for holidaymakers.

Whether it‘s Tansania, Trier, Brandenburg or 

Finnland – every issue has interesting surprises in 

store for readers and showcases outstanding 

images by top photographers and articles by well-

known authors.

MERIAN is a leading magazine in the premium 

sector for more than 70 years and convinces with 

journalistic standards & unique imagery.

Sources: AWA 2020; publisher´s imprint, Ad rate 2021
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https://jalag.de/marke/merian/
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Source: Google Analytics June 2020

MERIAN.de

The pleasure of traveling!

MERIAN.de presents the insider tips and most 
beautiful travel destinations and gives advice, 
how to make your vacation memorable.

Target group

Reach (per month)

Social reach

Interests: flight tickets hotels train travel

furnitureshoesfashion

Unique User

170.110
Visits

185.596

Page Impressions

1.193.383

17.786 260.000 clicks per month

3.012

80% female, 20% male

above average education:

50% with college certificate

41% between the ages of 20 and 39 

21% between the ages of 40 and 49 

71% of the users have a net household 

income of 2.000+ Euro

12.11.2020


